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1.1  Terminology

1.1a Spoken discourse typically consists—unless it is a monologue—of a 
number of utterances. John says this, Mary responds with that, Jane butts 
in with something, and then John makes a further comment. The utterances 
may occur in sequence, but they often overlap. Each utterance is made up 
of a string of sentences (generally determined by speakers’ pauses and in-
tonation). Some of the sentences may be well-formed (especially in more 
measured discourse) while others may be part-formed (although still fully 
understandable to the others involved). For every one of the latter, if  its 
speaker were given a transcript they would amend it to be well-formed.

A written text—be it a book, a newspaper article, a letter, or anything 
else—is likely to be made up of paragraphs, and each paragraph of a num-
ber of sentences. (What is a paragraph and what is a sentence is to some ex-
tent at the whim of the writer—where they commence a new line, and where 
they use a full stop, or period.)

A sentence is made up of one main clause and, optionally, a number of 
subordinate clauses. For instance:

[The ex-gangster glorified his misdeeds]MAIN.CLAUSE,

[when he was drunk]SUBORDINATE.CLAUSE

A clause consists of a predicate and a number of arguments (more on this in 
1.2). The predicate is realized by a verb phrase. This is glorified in the main 
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2  1  preliminaries

clause just given, but it could be much longer, for example had been glorify-
ing. Each argument is realized by a noun phrase; in the main clause here the 
subject argument is shown by noun phrase the ex-gangster, and the object 
argument by noun phrase his misdeeds.

Each noun phrase has a head, which can be a pronoun or a lexical word, 
and may have one or more modifiers (such as grammatical forms the and his 
here, or adjectives, or a demonstrative). The heads of the noun phrases here 
are lexical words: ex-gangster and misdeeds.

What we focus on in this book are lexical words and their composition. 
Each of these words can be analysed into a number of morphemes, with 
morpheme boundaries shown by hyphens. Thus:

ex-gang-ster   mis-deed-s   glori-fi-ed

A morpheme is the minimal unit of meaning of  the language. Each of the 
prefixes ex- and mis-, suffixes -ster, -s, -(i)fi, and -ed, and roots gang, deed, 
and glory, has a meaning. (The fact that glory is a minimal bit of meaning 
is shown by the fact that there is no meaning attached to syllables within 
it—glo and ry.)

1.1b There are three types of morpheme:

•	Lexical roots (also called lexemes): gang, deed, and glory here. These are 
what get entered in the dictionary.

•	Derivational affixes: ex-, mis-, and -fi here. Each of these is added to a 
root and forms a stem.

•	Inflectional affixes: -s and -ed here. These are added to a stem and form 
a finished word.

A word is built up as follows:

(a) Choose a root, which belongs to a particular word class. For instance, 
gang, or deed, or glory, which are all basically nouns. (Like many other 
nouns, all three also have secondary function as verbs.)

(b) Optionally, apply a derivational affix, which forms a stem. This may 
belong to the same word class as the original root:

root deed, which is here a noun
add derivational prefix mis-, forming stem misdeed, which is also a 

noun
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1.1  terminology  3

or it may belong to a different class:

root glory, which is here a noun
add derivational suffix -(i)fy, forming stem glori-fy, which is a verb

There can be more than one derivational affix:

root gang, which is here a noun
add derivational suffix -ster, forming stem gang-ster, which is also a 

noun
add derivational prefix ex-, forming stem ex-gang-ster, which is also a 

noun

(c) Obligatorily, apply an inflectional affix which is appropriate to the word 
class of the stem, thus creating a word.

Thus gang-ster and mis-deed, which are count nouns, must inflect for num-
ber: either plural, shown by -s, as in mis-deed-s, or singular, shown by zero 
suffix, as in ex-gang-ster. Mis-deed-s and ex-gang-ster are now finished 
nouns, which can each function as the head of a noun phrase.

And glori-fy, which is a verb, must take a verbal inflection, here past tense 
-ed (the alternatives would be -ing, -s, or zero). Glori-fi-ed is now a finished 
verb, which can occur as the head of a verb phrase.

The term ‘base’ is sometimes used for the form (root or stem) to which a derivational 
affix is added.

1.1c To be recognized as a morpheme, a form must either (1) occur as a free 
form, making up a complete word, or (2) occur, with the same meaning, in 
more than one word. For example, glory can occur as a free form, and also 
in glori-fy, glori-ous. Suffix -(i)fy recurs in scores of words, such as beauti-fy, 
pur-ify, solid-ify.

Consider mollify and deify. Moll and de(i) do not occur outside these 
words and so cannot be recognized as morphemes. That is, mollify and deify 
have the status of unanalysable roots. They do end in ify but it is not in this 
instance a derivational suffix since there is no lexical root for it to be applied 
to. What happened is that English borrowed from French glory and glori-fy, 
beauty and beaut-ify, pure and pur-ify—enabling the recognition of -(i)fy as 
a morpheme here. It also borrowed mollify and deify but not the underlying 
roots. (See the further discussion in 2.5h–k.)
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4  1  preliminaries

Some linguists consider forms like moll and de(i)- to be morphemes of a special kind, 
often called ‘cran’ morphemes after the first part of cranberry, or ‘unique morphemes’ 
(Hockett 1958: 127–8). Under such an analysis there would be a profusion of ‘cran’ 
morphemes in English: fash in fashion, tremend in tremendous, and hundreds more. In 
fact, such elements do not have any independent significance. Meaning attaches to the 
whole word—mollify, deify, fashion, tremendous—not to just one part of it. If  one al-
lowed ‘cran’ forms to have the status of morphemes, this would weaken the value and 
explanatory power of morphological analysis.

Cran /kran/ was discussed by Gleason (1955: 76–7) on the basis of a passing men-
tion in Bloomfield (1933: 234–5). Ironically, cran is not in fact an example of a ‘cran’- 
morpheme. Krueger (1963) points out that ‘cranberries grow in swamps, low-lying 
bogs and marshes’ and ‘this is a favorite habitat of the long-legged crane’. From crane 
/krein/ plus berry /'beri/ came cranberry /'kranbəri/, joining other words which reduce 
diphthong /ei/ in a monosyllable to vowel /a/ when the word is lengthened; these in-
clude sane| sanity, chaste| chastity, shade| shadow, grain| granary.

A better example of a ‘cran morpheme’ would be rasp as in raspberry. In the six-
teenth century this fruit was known as raspis or raspis berry or rasp or raspberry. The 
name then became conventionalized as raspberry, with rasp not occurring outside 
this word. (Recently, a plural form rasps has re-emerged as a colloquial shortening of 
raspberries.)

1.1d There may be no derivational affixes at all, in which case the root makes 
up the stem all on its own. Or there can be one or two or many derivations 
involved, as in the classic long word anti-dis-establish-ment-arian-ism.

Sometimes derivations must occur in a fixed order. One goes from gang 
to gang-ster to ex-gang-ster, not from gang to *ex-gang to ex-gang-ster, be-
cause there is no word *ex-gang. But at other times the order does not matter. 
Consider un-tru-th-ful. Each of three orders of application for derivational 
affixes is equally good:

root: true root: true root: true
add un-: un-true add -th: tru-th add -th: tru-th
add -th: un-tru-th add un-: un-tru-th add -ful: tru-th-ful
add -ful: un-tru-th-ful add -ful: un-tru-th-ful add un-: un-tru-th-ful

The derivational suffixes must be added in the order in which they occur 
(that nearest the root first, and so on), but—for un-tru-th-ful—the un- prefix 
could be added at any stage, since all intermediate words are acceptable. 
Contrast this with un-faith-ful which must be derived faith → faith-ful → un-
faith-ful, rather than faith → *un-faith → un-faith-ful, simply because *un-
faith is not a word in English.
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1.1  terminology  5

1.1e Some languages have multiple inflectional systems. In Latin, for in-
stance, each noun stem must inflect for number and case, each adjective stem 
for gender, number, and case, and each verb stem for voice, mood, and tense-
aspect, plus person and number of the subject argument.

English has rather meagre inflections. They are:

•	For a count noun, a number system with two choices: singular, shown 
by zero ending, or plural, shown by orthographic -s. (A mass noun—
referring to something which would not normally be counted, such as 
mud or rice—takes no inflection.)

•	A possessive noun phrase, within a larger noun phrase, is marked by 
the genitive inflection, orthographic -s, suffixed to its final word. For 
instance: [[The King of Scotland]NP-’s hat]NP blew off.

•	For an adjective, either plain form, with no ending, or comparative with 
-er, or superlative with -est. Alternatives to -er and -est are pre-head 
forms more and most. (See Dixon 2005b for details on the phonological 
conditioning for these alternatives.)

•	For a regular verb, the choice is between past suffix which is -ed, or 
present, which is -s for a 3rd person singular subject (he| she laughs) and 
zero otherwise (I|  you|  we|  they laugh). There is also suffix -ing, which can 
be used with the auxiliary verb be (they are laughing) and has a variety 
of other grammatical uses. Irregular verbs also use -en in passive forma-
tion: compare regular verb had kick-ed with irregular had tak-en.

In contrast to the paucity of inflections (all of which are suffixes), English has 
a profusion of derivational affixes—many suffixes and also many prefixes. We 
shall attempt in the pages which follow to discuss these in turn, for each one de-
scribing its origin, development, present-day meanings, use, and productivity.

1.1f The description just given of how a word is built up only mentioned 
one morphological process—affixation. This is indeed the main means of 
morphological derivation in English. But there are other ways of operating 
on a root or stem. For example, irregular (or ‘strong’) verbs in English may 
form past tense just by changing the vowel: present form take /teik/ and past 
took /tuk/. Or present sing /siŋ/, past sang /saŋ/, and passive form sung /sʌŋ/.

And shifting the position of stress may, in a few instances, convert a noun 
or adjective into a verb (or vice versa), as for noun import /'impɔ:t/, and verb 
import /im'pɔ:t/, adjective frequent /'fri:kwənt/ and verb frequent /fri'kwent/. 
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6  1  preliminaries

Morphological processes in other languages include changing tone, internal 
change involving vowels and consonants, subtraction, and reduplication. 
(See Sapir 1921: 51–81, Dixon 2010a: 138–49).

1.1g This book attempts a synchronic study of  derivational affixes in the 
standard English of today. We examine the historical origin of each prefix 
and suffix, to see how this explains their patterns of present-day usage. But 
we do not take account of historical connections between roots which can 
no longer be regarded as derivations in the modern language.

For instance, noun deed goes back to dǽd or déd in Old English and was 
undoubtedly related to verb dón, which has become today’s do. But deed and 
do must be regarded as distinct lexemes in Modern English, and accorded 
separate dictionary entries. They have different meanings—for instance, the 
first thing I ‘do’ in the morning is shave, but I would not describe this as a 
‘deed’. This is in contrast with, for instance, noun grow-th, whose meaning 
is fully inferable from the meanings of verb grow and nominalizing suffix -th.

1.1h There is one way of forming new words which is the opposite to that 
described above. Old English (OE) had an adjective grǣdig which developed 
into our modern greedy. By analogy with noun speed and adjective speed-
y, noun guilt and adjective guilt-y, and the like, the noun greed was created 
(around 1600). This is called back-formation. In essence, greedy was ana-
lysed as greed-y; that is, as being an adjective derived from noun greed by 
adding -y (see 8.2.8).

Another instance commences with noun editor, borrowed from French 
in the middle of the seventeenth century. By analogy with verb conquer 
and noun conquer-or, verb investigate and noun investigat-or, together with 
other such pairs, the verb edit was back-formed from editor (now analysed 
as edit-or) at the end of the eighteenth century.

1.2  A little bit of syntax

1.2a There are two major clause types, according to the arguments which 
their predicates require:

•	a transitive clause has a transitive predicate which takes two core 
arguments:
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1.2  a little bit of syntax  7

transitive subject, abbreviated as ‘A’
transitive object, abbreviated as ‘O’

•	an intransitive clause has an intransitive predicate which takes one core 
argument:

intransitive subject, abbreviated as ‘S’

It is useful to show the function of an NP in its clause through an appropri-
ate subscript. For example:

[The ex-gangster]A [glorified]TRANSITIVE.PREDICATE [his misdeeds]O
[The dog]S [barked]INTRANSITIVE.PREDICATE

A, O, and S are core arguments, which must be stated, or else understood 
from the context. There may also be optional NPs, indicating time, place, 
beneficiary, etc. For instance, The dog barked for its master in the tavern late 
in the evening.

1.2b Some verbs are strictly transitive, which means that they only occur in 
transitive clauses, requiring both A and O core arguments. For instance like, 
promote, recognize, inform. Others are strictly intransitive, occurring in just 
intransitive clauses which have a single core argument in S function. These 
include arrive, chat, matter.

In addition to these, there are quite a number of verbs which may be used 
in both intransitive and transitive clauses. It is important to distinguish two 
varieties of such ambitransitives:

•	S = O ambitransitives, where the S argument of the intransitive use cor-
responds to the O argument of the transitive use. For example, [The 
bomb]S exploded and [The expert]A exploded [the bomb]O.

•	S = A ambitransitives, where the S argument of the intransitive use cor-
responds to the A argument of the transitive use. For example [The 
dog]S is drinking and [The dog]A is drinking [water]O.

1.2c There is also a minor clause type, copula clauses. Here the predicate con-
sists just of a copula verb—typically be or become—and there are two core 
arguments: copula subject (CS) and copula complement (CC). For example:

[My son]CS [is]COPULA.PREDICATE [a doctor]CC
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8  1  preliminaries

Whereas the predicate of a transitive or intransitive clause has referential 
meaning, the predicate of a copula clause marks a relation between CS 
and CC arguments. When the CC is a doctor there is a relation of  identity. 
Alternatively, the CC could be an adjective and the relation would be 
 attribution—as in [My son]CS is [tall ]CC— or it could be a phrase indicating 
place—as in [My son]CS is [in the garden]CC—and the relation would be loca-
tion. And so on.

Sometimes the term ‘predicate’ is used for a combination of copula predicate and 
copula complement; for example, is a doctor would be termed the ‘nominal predicate’ 
of the clause. This is unhelpful. The CC is an argument, just like a CS, A, O, or S 
constituent.

1.3  Phonemic form and English orthography

Parallel to the morpheme as the ‘minimal unit of meaning’, there is the pho-
neme as the ‘basic unit of sound distinction’. If  one phoneme of a word 
is replaced by another, a new word is created. For example din and tin are 
different words, showing that d and t are contrastive phonemes in English.

An ideal alphabet will have one letter for each phoneme. The orthography 
used for English is far from ideal. In many ways, the Roman alphabet, which 
is used to write English, is inappropriate for the language as it is spoken 
today. To properly describe Modern English, it is essential that relevant pho-
nemic forms be quoted, rather than just their orthographic representations. 
Phonemic representations are enclosed within slant brackets, for example  
/plau/ for plough.

Throughout this volume I have used the Everyman’s English pronouncing dictionary of  
Daniel Jones (DJ), generally preferring the editions wholly prepared by Daniel Jones 
(e.g. Jones 1956), but sometimes—especially concerning the nature of stress—using 
later editions, revised by A. C. Gimson (e.g. Jones 1977).

The aim here is a phonemic representation, not a narrow phonetic one. A separate 
letter is used for each phoneme. In the case of some vowel phonemes, I employ easier-
to-type symbols: /a/ for a short low vowel, where DJ has /æ/; and /a:/ for a long low 
vowel, where DJ has /ɑ:/. Similarly for diphthongs; I use /eə/ where DJ has /ɛə/.

1.3a English orthography uses five vowel symbols, reflecting the five-vowel 
system in Latin. But every dialect of English has a larger number. I fol-
low Daniel Jones in recognizing the following system of vowel phonemes for 
Standard British English:
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1.3  phonemic form and english orthography  9

and the following diphthongs:

Short vowels Long vowels
/i/ as in sit /i:/ as in seat
/e/ as in get
/a/ as in sat /a:/ as in father
/ɔ/ as in hot /ɔ:/ as in saw
/u/ as in put /u:/ as in too
/ʌ/ as in up
/ə/ as at the end of China /ə:/ as in burn

/ei/ as in day /ai/ as in fly
/ou/ as in go /au/ as in how
/ɔi/ as in boy /iə/ as in here
/eə/ as in there /uə/ as in poor

1.3b The consonant symbols used to write English are also inadequate (al-
though not quite so much so as the vowels). Letter g sometimes represents 
/g/ (as in girl, /gə:l/), other times /dʒ/ (as in gin, /dʒin/). Letter s is used for /s/ 
(as in basis, /'beisis/), and for /z/, (as in design /di'zain/). and also for /ʒ/ (as in 
decision, /di'siʒən/). Diagraph th is used both for voiced /ð/ (as in this, /ðis/) 
and for voiceless /θ/ (as in thin, /θin/). And so on.

Some of the consonants of standard orthography do represent phonemes: 
p, b, t, d, k, m, n, l, r, f, v, s, z, h, w. The following phonemic symbols are used 
for the remainder:

/g/ is always a dorso-velar voiced stop, as in gun, /gʌn/
/ð/, as in they, /ðei/ /θ/, as in thick, /θik/
/ʃ/, as in ship, /ʃip/ /tʃ/, as in chip, /tʃip/
/ʒ/, as in leisure, /'leʒə/ /dʒ/, as in jam, /dʒam/
/ŋ/, as in sing, /siŋ/ /y/ (rather than DJ

,
s /j/) as in yet, /yet/

1.3c Lateral /l/ and nasal /n/ may function (rather like a vowel) as the nucleus 
of a syllable. This is shown by a short vertical line below the letter, as in bot-
tle /'bɔtl̩/ and cotton /'kɔtn̩/.

1.3d Although not shown in the orthography, stress placement is an impor-
tant feature of English phonology. Derivational processes may involve shift 
of stress.
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10  1  preliminaries

Each word has a primary stress, and the syllable on which it occurs must 
be marked if  the word is of more than a single syllable. It is shown by writ-
ing superscript ' just before the first segment of the syllable—thus lateral 
/'latərəl/. There may also be a secondary stress, shown by subscript ˌ, as in 
hotdog /ˌhɔt'dɔg/.

A few derivational affixes bear primary stress; for example, prefix  counter- 
and suffix -ese, while a number take secondary stress, including mis- and 
-esque. Others—such as -ous and -ian—affect the placement of primary 
stress within the stem to which they are attached. Most derivational affixes 
do not themselves take stress, nor do they affect stress in the base.

1.3e Many accounts of English grammar operate almost entirely in terms 
of the established orthography. However, the spoken register is the major 
mode for any living language and phonemic form should be described in the 
discussion of individual affixes, as I do in Chapters 5–10.

The inadequacy of orthographic representation is shown by the fact that 
a single letter of the alphabet may represent different sounds. Consonantal 
instances were mentioned in 1.3b. In the examples in 1.3a, vowel symbol u 
is used for /u/ in put, and for /ʌ/ in up, and for /ə:/ in burn. Two words with 
quite different pronunciations and meanings are both written tear—verb  
/teə(r)/ ‘pull apart’ and noun /tiə(r)/ ‘drops of liquid that come from the eye 
when one weeps’. There are scores of similar examples.

And, contrarywise, a given sound may have varying orthographic repre-
sentation. To quote one of many instances, in British English /eə(r)/ is vari-
ously represented by ear, are, and ai (as in wear, stare, and stair).

One semi-regular alternation is that between orthographic y at the end 
of a word and i in the middle, for /i/. Compare, for example: glory /'glɔri/, 
 glori-fy /'glɔrifai/ and glori-fi-ed /'glɔrifaid/.

I follow Daniel Jones in writing ‘(r)’ to indicate that—in Standard British English—
the /r/ is pronounced when followed by a word beginning with a vowel (under certain 
grammatical conditions). Some dialects pronounce this /r/ in all circumstances.
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